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ACROSS
Crown, say, male before speech (9)1
Transporter retrieved section of timesheet (4)6
Parties for, ultimately, a long time (5)10
Beautiful girl losing heart in love (9)11
True north needed in rocky terrain (8)12
One wearing thin outer layer garment 
primarily for winter sport (6)

13

Animal enclosure that is behind medium-
sized block (6)

15

Minor player joining act and sharing a 
passage (7)

16

A potentially dangerous section of beach is 
opening (3)

18

Agent turned on source of coal and energy (7)19
A temperature in a hospital unit decreased (6)21
They'd do it all wrong without input from the 
freak (6)

24

One travelling by Cobb & Co. a long time 
ago? (5,3)

25

Elected politicians finally entering legislative 
body may be unresponsive (9)

27

Lift is externally affected by burning (5)28
Output from Google excited Joy (4)29
Put off fellow cleaner (9)30

DOWN
Hot leader of Tudors leaving sexy noble (6)1
Grow a variety of nutmeg (7)2
Particular record one minister included in 
classification (14)

3

Planned design probed by disgruntled greenie 
(10)

4

Member of colony may be close (4)5
Mixture of toxic elements in each group of 
foreign objects (7)

7

Lives impacted by things changing perceptive 
observations (8)

8

Shock damaged the nuclear weapon (6,8)9
Section tampered with Reformation books of 
religious significance (10)

14

Access code pinched by hired thugs set back 
espionage (8)

17

Fashionable dressmaker and poet housed by 
the writer (7)

20

Hacker uploaded explosive research (7)22
Music group's recording time taken during 
items played (6)

23

Joker, perhaps, in more ways than one (4)26


